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Modeling a stochastic system: Classic grid world

I Robot actions:
{up,down,left,right}

I Actions have probabilistic
consequences, e.g.:

up action

0.80.1 0.1

Example control objective: Visit each blue square infinitely often, never visit a red
square.
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Modeling the system as a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
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Modeling the system as a Markov Decision Process (MDP)

MDPM= (Q,Act,T,Σ,L):

I Q is set of states, e.g.,
Q = {(1,1),(1,2), . . . ,(4,4)}

I Act is set of actions, e.g.,
Act = {up,down,left,right},

I T : Q×Act×Q→ [0,1] is transition
matrix, e.g., T

(
(2,2),up,(3,3)

)
= 0.1

I Σ is set of labels, e.g.,
Σ = {red,blue,none}

I L : Q→ Σ is labeling function, e.g.,
L
(
(1,1)

)
= blue

0.1 up0.1
0.8
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Synthesizing controllers for a canonical reach problem

Consider the goal:
Synthesize a control strategy that maximizes the probability of:
(or, given a control strategy, verify the probability of:)

I reaching a good (blue) state infinitely often, while

I encountering a bad (red) state finitely many times (eventually avoid)

I Fact 1: optimal controller u is memoryless,
i.e., u : Q→ Act

I Fact 2: Maximizing probability solvable via
graph-based search for “favorable” strongly
connected components, then linear program
(i.e., it’s easy)
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Complex specifications in LTL

Linear temporal logic (LTL) allows for complex specifications such as:

I Eventually visit a blue state, but only after visiting at least one red
I If a red state is visited, then visit a blue state within 3 time steps
I Never visit two blue states in a row

LTL synthesis/verification reduces to canonical reach problem on larger product MDP
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LTL Example

I LTL specs are written in a formal syntax (e.g., � for “always”, ♦ for “eventually”)

I Can be converted into “memory-like” automaton with reach-avoid requirement

Eventually blue state, but only after at least one red state

{ /0, /0, red, red, /0,blue, /0, /0,etc.}
. . .
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Nondeterministic uncertainty and Bounded-parameter MDPs

Unknown transition probabilities:

up action

[0.7,1]
[0,0.2] [0,0.2]

Bounded-parameter MDP (BMDP)
B = (Q,Act, Ť, T̂,Σ,L) same as MDP but with:

I Ť : Q×Act×Q→ [0,1], lower transition bounds

I T̂ : Q×Act×Q→ [0,1], upper transition bounds

I Must have Ť(q,a,q′)≤ T̂(q,a,q′) for all q,a,q′ and

∑
q′∈Q

Ť(q,a,q′)≤ 1≤ ∑
q′∈Q

T̂(q,a,q′)
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In this talk

1 Dynamic systems with uncountable state-space, e.g., Rn?
Partition the space, approximate as BMDP abstraction

2 Solving simple reach-avoid problems in BMDPs?
Much more complicated because intervals that include 0 affect qualitative graph
structure

3 Solving against complex specifications in, e.g., a temporal logic?
Reduce to simple reachability problem, then refine state-space partition
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Stochastic dynamical system

x[k+1] = F(x[k],w[k])

I x[k] ∈ D⊂ Rn is state

I w[k] ∈W ⊂ Rp is random disturbance with probability density function fw

Note:

I Rest of talk: no control input (i.e., we are studying verification), but

I Statespace is D⊂ Rn (Markov Chain with uncountably infinite states)
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A reachability problem

A trajectory of x[k+1] = F(x[k],w[k]) initialized at x0 is a random walk on D

D

T

x0

Given set T ⊂ D, and target probability threshold pthresh, color:

I Green those states x0 such that Prob(x[k] reaches T|x0)≥ pthres

I Red all other states
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Approximating a solution with a finite abstraction

I Partition state space
I Color each partition:

I Green,
I Red, or
I Yellow if inconclusive
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A BMDP abstraction

I Lower transition bound: min
x0∈q

Prob(F(x0,w) ∈ q′ | x0)

I Upper transition bound: max
x0∈q

Prob(F(x0,w) ∈ q′ | x0)
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A BMDP abstraction
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A BMDP abstraction

q′
q

[?,?]

F(x0,w)

x0
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A BMDP abstraction

A partition Q with transition functions Ť : Q×Q→ [0,1] and T̂ : Q×Q→ [0,1] is
a BMDP abstraction of x[k+1] = F(x[k])+w[k] if, for all q,q′ ∈ Q,

Ť(q,q′)≤min
x0∈q

Prob(F(x0,w) ∈ q′ | x0), and

T̂(q,q′)≥max
x0∈q

Prob(F(x0,w) ∈ q′ | x0)

I A BMDP abstraction overapproximates the behavior of the true system

I Leads to sound (but possibly conservative) algorithms
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Mixed monotone stochastic systems

Specialize to

x[k+1] = F(x[k])+w[k]
where:

1 F : D→ D is mixed monotone

2 Each element of w is drawn from a symmetric, unimodal distribution

PDF

w1

PDF

w2

PDF

w3
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Mixed monotonicity [Coogan and Arcak, HSCC ’15]

The system
x[k+1] = F(x[k])

is mixed monotone if there exists
g : D×D→ D such that:

1 for all x: F(x) = g(x,x)

2 for all x1,x2,y : x1 ≤ x2 implies
g(x1,y)≤ g(x2,y)

3 for all x,y1,y2 : y1 ≤ y2 implies
g(x,y2)≤ g(x,y1)

I Generalizes monotone systems, for
which g(x,y) = F(x)

Reachable set approximation for mixed
monotone systems: If x1 ≤ x≤ x2, then

g(x1,x2)≤ F(x)≤ g(x2,x1)

F
(

x1

x2)
⊆

g(x1,x2)

g(x2,x1)

F
(

x1

x2)
⊆

g(x1,x2)

g(x2,x1)
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Mixed monotonicity: A special case

x+ = F(x) is mixed monotone if

for all i, j, there exists δij ∈ {−1,1} s.t. δij
∂Fi

∂xj
(x)≥ 0 ∀x,

i.e., Jacobian is sign-stable

Construct decomposition function:

g(x,y) = (g1(x,y), . . . ,gn(x,y))

gi(x,y) = Fi(. . . ,xj, . . .) if δij =−1
yj

1 g(x,x) = F(x)

2
∂g
∂x

(x,y)≥ 0

3
∂g
∂y

(x,y)≤ 0

I Can generalize to systems with bounded Jacobian
I Mixed monotonicity is quite general, but its usefulness depends on conservatism of

decomposition function
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Computing transition probabilities

x[k+1] = F(x[k])+w[k]

q

q′
[?,?]

I Maximizing transition
probability: Shift disturbance
closest to center of q′

I Minimizing transition
probability: Shift disturbance
furthest from center of q′

I Integrate disturbance PDF over
q′
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BMDP abstraction of mixed monotone systems

Theorem: Given partition Q. Let sq be center of partition q ∈ Q, řq = g(x1,q,x2,q)

be lower corner of reach set for q ∈Q, r̂q = g(x2,q,x1,q) be upper corner of reach set
for q ∈ Q. Define

T̂(q,q′) =
n

∏
i=1

∫ x2,q′
i

x1,q′
i

PDFwi(xi− sq,q′
i,max)dxi, Ť(q,q′) =

n

∏
i=1

∫ x2,q′
i

x1,q′
i

PDFwi(xi− sq,q′
i,min)dxi

where

sq,q′
i,max =





sq
i , if sq

i ∈ [řq
i , r̂

q
i ]

r̂q
i if sq

i > r̂q
i

řq
i if sq

i < řq
i

, sq,q′
i,min =





řq
i if sq

i < (r̂q
i + řq

i )/2

r̂q
i otherwise.

Then Q, T̂, Ť is a BMDP abstraction.
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Reach-avoid verification in a Markov chain

Given Markov chain with states Q, bad states B⊂ Q, good states G⊂ Q, find the
probability of:

I reaching a good (blue) state infinitely often, while

I encountering a bad (red) state finitely many times (eventually avoid)
Standard approach:

I Identify strongly connected
components (SCC) via qualitative
graph analysis

I Compute probability of reaching
accepting bottom SCCs

I Winning component: states that
reach accepting BSCC w.p. 1

accepting
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Reach-avoid verification in bounded-parameter Markov chains

I Edges with lower bound=zero affect qualitative graph structure

[0.8,1] [0,0.4]

[0,1][0.2,1][0,0.6] [0,1]

accepting

1

1 1

1 0.3

10.7
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Solving BDMP verification with largest winning and losing components

Theorem: Lower and upper bounds of reach-avoid are computed by:

I Upper bound = probability of reaching largest winning component

I Lower bound = 1−(probability of reaching largest losing component)

Best case Worst case
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Fig. 4. Our IMC verification algorithm generates a best and worst case
product MC (MA

⌦)u and (MA
⌦)l. Winning and losing components are

respectively in red and green; permanent and potential components are
circled in bold and dotted lines respectively. Comparing the behavior of
the paths in the two scenarios is the basis of our refinement algorithm.

hQj, s0i

⇡1

Fig. 5. For all undecided states Qj of the IMC abstraction I, we inspect
all paths starting from

⌦
Qj , s0

↵
in (MA

⌦)u to determine which states
to refine. Above is an example of a path ⇡1. A score is assigned to all
states along ⇡1 as detailed in Section VI. In particular, if ⇡1 reaches
a potential component, a score is assigned to the states which could
possibly destroy the component under refinement. These states are
shown in blue and have outgoing transitions with lower bound 0.

when all paths starting from hQj , s0i have been explored.
Line 7 to 8: If P(⇡) < pstop or Exp(⇡) = R(⇡), the

probability of the path is below the pre-defined exploration
threshold or all continuations of ⇡ have been explored.
Thus, we return to the previous state in the path.

Line 10 to 13: lf Exp(⇡) 6= ;, add qi to Exp(⇡), where
qi is some unexplored state in R(⇡) and extend the path to
qi. Else, ⇡ is a path fragment which has not been explored
yet. Add all states in ⇡ to Exp(⇡) to avoid loops and the
status of Last(⇡) is checked via 3 if-statements.

Line 14 to 16: If Last(⇡) 2 (WC)? or Last(⇡) 2
(LC)?, the path reached a state in a potential component.
We want to target the states which can either confirm or
refute that Last(⇡) actually belongs to such a component.
These states are the ones inside the component that have
at least one outgoing transition which can be set to either a
zero or a non-zero value, as depicted in Fig. 5. A potential
”certainty gain” is added to the score of all such states and
the path is returned to its previous state.

Line 17 to 18: If Last(⇡) 2 (WC)P or Last(⇡) 2
(LC)P , the path reached a region of the state space that
does not require refinement as it belongs to a permanent
component. The path returns to its previous state.

Line 19 to 21: Else, Last(⇡) does not belong to a
winning or losing component for any refinement of the
product IMC. The potential “certainty gain” one can hope
for by refining hQj , sii = Last(⇡) is added to the score
of Qj . The path is continued to an unexplored state.

2) Refine the states in Pk with scores above a user-defined
threshold to generate Pk+1.

3) Generate an IMC abstraction of the system with respect
to Pk+1, perform model-checking and compute V?.

4) If V? > Vstop, return to step 1. Else, terminate.

All algorithms discussed in this paper are implemented in a
python package available at https://github.gatech.
edu/factslab/TacVerificationAlgorithm.

VII. CASE STUDY

We now apply our verification and refinement procedure in
a case study. We consider a nonlinear, monotone system with
additive unimodal disturbance. The system is a bistable switch
with governing equations

x1[k + 1] = x1[k] + ( �ax1[k] + x2[k] ) · �T + w1

x2[k + 1] = x2[k] +
⇣ (x1[k])2

(x1[k])2 + 1
� bx2[k]

⌘
· �T + w2 ,

(18)
where w1 and w2 are independent truncated Gaussian random
variables sampled at each time step. w1 ⇠ N (µ = �0.3;�2 =
0.1) and is truncated on [�0.4,�0.2]; w2 is identical. To
keep the system self-contained in D, we assume that any time
the disturbance would push the trajectory outside of D, it is
actually maintained on the boundary of D. We choose a = 1.3,
b = 0.25 and �T = 0.05. The deterministic piece of the
system has two stable equilibria at (0, 0) and (2.71, 3.52) and
one unstable equilibrium. We seek to verify (18) on a domain
D, with initial partition P depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, against
the probabilistic LTL specifications

�1 = P�0.80[⇤((¬A ^�A) ! (�� A ^���A))]

�2 = P0.90[(⌃⇤A ! ⌃B) ^ (⌃C ! ⇤¬B)] .

Specification �1 translates in natural language to “trajectories
that have more than a 80% chance of remaining in an A state
for at least 2 more time steps when entering an A state”.
Specification �2 translates to “trajectories that have less than
a 90% chance of reaching a B state if it eventually always
remain in A, and of always staying outside of B if it reaches a
C state”. Their Rabin automaton representations contain 5 and
7 states respectively. We perform verification with stopping
criterion Vstop = 0.13 for �1 and Vstop = 0.1 for �2. To
construct IMC abstractions of this system, we build an initial
rectangular partition of the domain and use the technique
shown in Section IV. Graph search is based on Section V-B
and we compute reachability bounds applying the algorithm
in [10]. Upon verification, we select states with an uncertainty
score as defined in Section VI that is greater than 10% of the
highest score for refinement. When a state is selected, we split
it into two hyperrectangles along its largest dimension to keep
the new partition rectangular. The procedure was conducted
on a 3.3 GHz Intel Core i7 processor with 8 GB of memory
using Python.

For �1, the refinement algorithm produced 3531 states and
terminated in 1h56min after 12 refinement steps. For �2, it
generated 4845 states and terminated in 3h15min after 13
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State-space refinement

Refining partition to reduce uncertain states

=⇒

I Observation: it is important to refine intelligently

I Heuristic algorithm that assigns scores based on potential to make/break
winning or losing component
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Line 10 to 13: lf Exp(⇡) 6= ;, add qi to Exp(⇡), where
qi is some unexplored state in R(⇡) and extend the path to
qi. Else, ⇡ is a path fragment which has not been explored
yet. Add all states in ⇡ to Exp(⇡) to avoid loops and the
status of Last(⇡) is checked via 3 if-statements.

Line 14 to 16: If Last(⇡) 2 (WC)? or Last(⇡) 2
(LC)?, the path reached a state in a potential component.
We want to target the states which can either confirm or
refute that Last(⇡) actually belongs to such a component.
These states are the ones inside the component that have
at least one outgoing transition which can be set to either a
zero or a non-zero value, as depicted in Fig. 5. A potential
”certainty gain” is added to the score of all such states and
the path is returned to its previous state.

Line 17 to 18: If Last(⇡) 2 (WC)P or Last(⇡) 2
(LC)P , the path reached a region of the state space that
does not require refinement as it belongs to a permanent
component. The path returns to its previous state.

Line 19 to 21: Else, Last(⇡) does not belong to a
winning or losing component for any refinement of the
product IMC. The potential “certainty gain” one can hope
for by refining hQj , sii = Last(⇡) is added to the score
of Qj . The path is continued to an unexplored state.

2) Refine the states in Pk with scores above a user-defined
threshold to generate Pk+1.

3) Generate an IMC abstraction of the system with respect
to Pk+1, perform model-checking and compute V?.

4) If V? > Vstop, return to step 1. Else, terminate.

All algorithms discussed in this paper are implemented in a
python package available at https://github.gatech.
edu/factslab/TacVerificationAlgorithm.

VII. CASE STUDY

We now apply our verification and refinement procedure in
a case study. We consider a nonlinear, monotone system with
additive unimodal disturbance. The system is a bistable switch
with governing equations

x1[k + 1] = x1[k] + ( �ax1[k] + x2[k] ) · �T + w1

x2[k + 1] = x2[k] +
⇣ (x1[k])2

(x1[k])2 + 1
� bx2[k]

⌘
· �T + w2 ,

(18)
where w1 and w2 are independent truncated Gaussian random
variables sampled at each time step. w1 ⇠ N (µ = �0.3;�2 =
0.1) and is truncated on [�0.4,�0.2]; w2 is identical. To
keep the system self-contained in D, we assume that any time
the disturbance would push the trajectory outside of D, it is
actually maintained on the boundary of D. We choose a = 1.3,
b = 0.25 and �T = 0.05. The deterministic piece of the
system has two stable equilibria at (0, 0) and (2.71, 3.52) and
one unstable equilibrium. We seek to verify (18) on a domain
D, with initial partition P depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, against
the probabilistic LTL specifications

�1 = P�0.80[⇤((¬A ^�A) ! (�� A ^���A))]

�2 = P0.90[(⌃⇤A ! ⌃B) ^ (⌃C ! ⇤¬B)] .

Specification �1 translates in natural language to “trajectories
that have more than a 80% chance of remaining in an A state
for at least 2 more time steps when entering an A state”.
Specification �2 translates to “trajectories that have less than
a 90% chance of reaching a B state if it eventually always
remain in A, and of always staying outside of B if it reaches a
C state”. Their Rabin automaton representations contain 5 and
7 states respectively. We perform verification with stopping
criterion Vstop = 0.13 for �1 and Vstop = 0.1 for �2. To
construct IMC abstractions of this system, we build an initial
rectangular partition of the domain and use the technique
shown in Section IV. Graph search is based on Section V-B
and we compute reachability bounds applying the algorithm
in [10]. Upon verification, we select states with an uncertainty
score as defined in Section VI that is greater than 10% of the
highest score for refinement. When a state is selected, we split
it into two hyperrectangles along its largest dimension to keep
the new partition rectangular. The procedure was conducted
on a 3.3 GHz Intel Core i7 processor with 8 GB of memory
using Python.

For �1, the refinement algorithm produced 3531 states and
terminated in 1h56min after 12 refinement steps. For �2, it
generated 4845 states and terminated in 3h15min after 13
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Example

x1[k+1] = x1[k]+ (−ax1[k]+ x2[k]) ·∆T +w1

x2[k+1] = x2[k]+
(

(x1[k])2

(x1[k])2 +1
−bx2[k]

)
·∆T +w2,

I w1, w2 ∼ truncated Gaussians
I Two specifications:

I At least 80% chance of: remaining in an A state for 2 time steps after entering an A
state
P≥0.80[�((¬A∧#A)→ (##∧###A))]

I Less than 90% chance of: reaching a B state if it eventually always remains in A
state, and always stays outside of B state if it reaches a C state
P≤0.90[(♦�A→ ♦B)∧ (♦C→�¬B)]
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Example 1: P≥0.80[�((¬A∧#A)→ (##∧###A))]

At least 80% chance of: remaining in an A state for 2 time steps after entering an A
state
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Fig. 6. Initial verification of a partition of domain D for specification �1

(Top), and verification of final partition (Bottom). States satisfying �1 are
shown in green, states violating �1 are shown in red, undecided states
are yellow.

refinement steps. The final partitions for both specifications
are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. This new method substantially
and repeatedly outperforms the algorithm we propose in [11]
which refines all undecided states at each refinement step: for
instance, for �1, [11] only achieves V? = 0.2137 in 2 hours 58
min and 11 refinement steps. As expected, our algorithm non-
uniformly refines the initial partition across the state space.
In the first example, the boundary between regions which can
and cannot reach an A state are heavily targeted, as well as
boundaries between regions which have a chance to keep the
system within an A state for one and two time steps. In the
second example, the edges of a region leading to A via B
are refined the most, as this region is critical with respect to
�2. Although these two examples share the same dynamics,
our algorithm generates very different partitions depending
on the specification at hand. Therefore, specification-free
gridding approaches are likely to perform poorly for these
examples. Note that these examples cannot be accommodated
by popular tools such as FAUST2 or StocHy [33] that use
the approximate MC approach instead of IMCs, and which
require the disturbance to be differentiable everywhere and
therefore cannot handle truncated noise. Furthermore, StocHy
only accommodates specifications belonging to a fragment of
LTL and consequently do not accept the formulas shown in
this case study.

In this case study, we successfully perform verification of

Fig. 7. Initial verification of a partition of domain D for specification �2

(Top), and verification of final partition (Bottom). States satisfying �2 are
shown in green, states violating �2 are shown in red, undecided states
are yellow.

a nonlinear stochastic system against two complex !-regular
specifications. We achieved a low volume of uncertain states
in a reasonable number of refinement steps using the heuristics
suggested in Section VI.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an algorithm for performing
verification against !-regular properties in continuous
state stochastic systems. The proposed approach relies on
computing a finite state abstraction of the original system
in the form of an IMC and can accommodate classes of
specifications not previously covered in the literature. We
have developed an efficient procedure for computing the IMC
of a mixed monotone system with affine disturbance over
rectangular partitions. Furthermore, we presented a novel
specification-guided strategy for refining a finite partition of
the continuous domain until a user-specified threshold of
precision has been met. Our technique resolves qualitative
issues previously highlighted in the literature for abstraction-
based methods by targeting states that are likely to confirm
or destroy winning and losing components in a product IMC.
Finally, we showed the practicality of this approach in two
examples.
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refinement steps. The final partitions for both specifications
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are refined the most, as this region is critical with respect to
�2. Although these two examples share the same dynamics,
our algorithm generates very different partitions depending
on the specification at hand. Therefore, specification-free
gridding approaches are likely to perform poorly for these
examples. Note that these examples cannot be accommodated
by popular tools such as FAUST2 or StocHy [33] that use
the approximate MC approach instead of IMCs, and which
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(Top), and verification of final partition (Bottom). States satisfying �2 are
shown in green, states violating �2 are shown in red, undecided states
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a nonlinear stochastic system against two complex !-regular
specifications. We achieved a low volume of uncertain states
in a reasonable number of refinement steps using the heuristics
suggested in Section VI.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an algorithm for performing
verification against !-regular properties in continuous
state stochastic systems. The proposed approach relies on
computing a finite state abstraction of the original system
in the form of an IMC and can accommodate classes of
specifications not previously covered in the literature. We
have developed an efficient procedure for computing the IMC
of a mixed monotone system with affine disturbance over
rectangular partitions. Furthermore, we presented a novel
specification-guided strategy for refining a finite partition of
the continuous domain until a user-specified threshold of
precision has been met. Our technique resolves qualitative
issues previously highlighted in the literature for abstraction-
based methods by targeting states that are likely to confirm
or destroy winning and losing components in a product IMC.
Finally, we showed the practicality of this approach in two
examples.
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Example 2: P≤0.90[(♦�A→ ♦B)∧ (♦C→�¬B)]

Less than 90% chance of: reaching a B state if it eventually always remains in A state,
and always stays outside of B state if it reaches a C stateAUTHOR et al.: PREPARATION OF PAPERS FOR IEEE TRANSACTIONS AND JOURNALS (FEBRUARY 2017) 13

Fig. 6. Initial verification of a partition of domain D for specification �1

(Top), and verification of final partition (Bottom). States satisfying �1 are
shown in green, states violating �1 are shown in red, undecided states
are yellow.

refinement steps. The final partitions for both specifications
are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. This new method substantially
and repeatedly outperforms the algorithm we propose in [11]
which refines all undecided states at each refinement step: for
instance, for �1, [11] only achieves V? = 0.2137 in 2 hours 58
min and 11 refinement steps. As expected, our algorithm non-
uniformly refines the initial partition across the state space.
In the first example, the boundary between regions which can
and cannot reach an A state are heavily targeted, as well as
boundaries between regions which have a chance to keep the
system within an A state for one and two time steps. In the
second example, the edges of a region leading to A via B
are refined the most, as this region is critical with respect to
�2. Although these two examples share the same dynamics,
our algorithm generates very different partitions depending
on the specification at hand. Therefore, specification-free
gridding approaches are likely to perform poorly for these
examples. Note that these examples cannot be accommodated
by popular tools such as FAUST2 or StocHy [33] that use
the approximate MC approach instead of IMCs, and which
require the disturbance to be differentiable everywhere and
therefore cannot handle truncated noise. Furthermore, StocHy
only accommodates specifications belonging to a fragment of
LTL and consequently do not accept the formulas shown in
this case study.

In this case study, we successfully perform verification of

Fig. 7. Initial verification of a partition of domain D for specification �2

(Top), and verification of final partition (Bottom). States satisfying �2 are
shown in green, states violating �2 are shown in red, undecided states
are yellow.

a nonlinear stochastic system against two complex !-regular
specifications. We achieved a low volume of uncertain states
in a reasonable number of refinement steps using the heuristics
suggested in Section VI.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an algorithm for performing
verification against !-regular properties in continuous
state stochastic systems. The proposed approach relies on
computing a finite state abstraction of the original system
in the form of an IMC and can accommodate classes of
specifications not previously covered in the literature. We
have developed an efficient procedure for computing the IMC
of a mixed monotone system with affine disturbance over
rectangular partitions. Furthermore, we presented a novel
specification-guided strategy for refining a finite partition of
the continuous domain until a user-specified threshold of
precision has been met. Our technique resolves qualitative
issues previously highlighted in the literature for abstraction-
based methods by targeting states that are likely to confirm
or destroy winning and losing components in a product IMC.
Finally, we showed the practicality of this approach in two
examples.
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are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. This new method substantially
and repeatedly outperforms the algorithm we propose in [11]
which refines all undecided states at each refinement step: for
instance, for �1, [11] only achieves V? = 0.2137 in 2 hours 58
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and cannot reach an A state are heavily targeted, as well as
boundaries between regions which have a chance to keep the
system within an A state for one and two time steps. In the
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are refined the most, as this region is critical with respect to
�2. Although these two examples share the same dynamics,
our algorithm generates very different partitions depending
on the specification at hand. Therefore, specification-free
gridding approaches are likely to perform poorly for these
examples. Note that these examples cannot be accommodated
by popular tools such as FAUST2 or StocHy [33] that use
the approximate MC approach instead of IMCs, and which
require the disturbance to be differentiable everywhere and
therefore cannot handle truncated noise. Furthermore, StocHy
only accommodates specifications belonging to a fragment of
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a nonlinear stochastic system against two complex !-regular
specifications. We achieved a low volume of uncertain states
in a reasonable number of refinement steps using the heuristics
suggested in Section VI.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an algorithm for performing
verification against !-regular properties in continuous
state stochastic systems. The proposed approach relies on
computing a finite state abstraction of the original system
in the form of an IMC and can accommodate classes of
specifications not previously covered in the literature. We
have developed an efficient procedure for computing the IMC
of a mixed monotone system with affine disturbance over
rectangular partitions. Furthermore, we presented a novel
specification-guided strategy for refining a finite partition of
the continuous domain until a user-specified threshold of
precision has been met. Our technique resolves qualitative
issues previously highlighted in the literature for abstraction-
based methods by targeting states that are likely to confirm
or destroy winning and losing components in a product IMC.
Finally, we showed the practicality of this approach in two
examples.
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Conclusions

1 Bounded Markov Decision Processes (BMDPs) are a good model for formal
methods applied to dynamical systems

2 Introduces several challenges:
I How to compute BMDP abstractions?
I How to reason about BMDPs?
I How to intelligently refine BMDP abstractions?

3 Synthesis with continuous inputs (i.e., u ∈ Rm) introduces new and unique
challenges (forthcoming paper)
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